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Chapter 751: no one sympathized with her 

 

mu yichen nodded, but he did not reach out to receive the certificate. 

” someone said that i’m married to the woman on the floor, ” he said. ” this rumor shouldn’t have 

anything to do with the civil affairs bureau, right? ” 

the director only reacted after hearing this. 

it turned out that someone was impersonating mu yichen’s wife! 

he immediately stood up straight, raised his head, and said loudly, ” “of course it has nothing to do with 

the civil affairs bureau. we’re a state agency, how can we release such false rumors? the eldest young 

master of the mu family, mu yichen, had never registered his marriage. there’s always a rumor about his 

secret marriage outside, and i don’t know where they’re coming from!” 

mu yichen nodded. ” thank you. alright, the proof is here. i don’t think anyone will question the 

credibility of state agencies, right?” 

the crowd was inclined to believe in mu yichen in the first place. 

now that the evidence was irrefutable, there was even less to suspect. 

everyone drew a clear line between themselves. 
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“young master mu, we definitely don’t have the intention to spread rumors and create trouble. please 

don’t misunderstand!” 

“that’s right, that’s right. you said that you’re not married, so of course it’s true. how could we suspect 

you? it’s all because of xingchen, this woman, she’s outrageous, she actually dared to cling onto you! 

how can there be such a shameless person?” 

” that’s right. xingchen, that b * tch, is really too shameless! ” 

everyone pointed at luo chenxin and scolded her in an attempt to please mu yichen. 

unexpectedly, not only did mu yichen not reveal a satisfied expression upon hearing these words, his 

expression darkened instead. he shouted sternly,”all of you, shut up!” 

he suppressed his anger and scanned everyone present. 

“i’ll repeat myself again. i really like the real stellar designs. otherwise, i wouldn’t have recommended 

her works on so many occasions! ” however, i only know now that luo chenxin was not her own original 

creation, but she stole someone else’s design! i don’t object to you guys reporting on today’s events, but 

don’t mention xingchen’s name. i don’t want the designer i like to be involved in this.” 

the reporters realized that they had said the wrong thing and quickly nodded in response. 



” yes, young master mu is right. the real xingchen is a design genius. how can she be put together with a 

liar like luo chenxin? ” 

“yes, luo chenxin is the shameless one! the real xingchen is too pitiful. does she know that her 

manuscript has been stolen?” 

” a person like luo chenxin has simply broken the limit of shamelessness! ” 

amid the countless curses, luo chenxin was already ashamed. she was so infuriated that her eyes rolled 

back and she fainted on the ground. 

however, no one pitied her. 

there were even many people who thought that she was pretending to be dizzy and pitiful, and that she 

was an unrepentant actress! 

however, mu yichen did not pay much attention to this. 

after he cleared his name, he immediately walked past luo chenxin, who had fainted, and walked behind 

her. 

luo chenxi was still standing on the same spot. she had yet to return to her senses from the scene before 

her. 

suddenly, she felt a wave of cold air rushing towards her, and the surrounding temperature seemed to 

have dropped by several degrees … 

she couldn’t help but shiver. 

as soon as she looked up, she saw young master mu’s handsome face gloomy as he walked directly in 

front of her. 

luo chenxi still remembered that she was dressed as a man. she cleared her throat and said, ” young 

master mu, i didn’t expect to meet you here again. it’s really … ” 

“come with me!” 

she was interrupted by young master mu in the middle of her pretentious small talk. 

mu yichen grabbed her arm and dragged her outside with an irresistible force. 

Chapter 752: what would others think of us? 

 

luo chenxi struggled subconsciously, but it was completely ineffective. 

she could only lower her voice and said anxiously, ” “mu yichen, you … what are you doing? where are 

you taking me? let me go first!” 

mu yichen looked down at her from above. his chilly gaze swept past her tense face. 

in the end, he didn’t say anything. he just snorted coldly and continued to drag her towards the exit. 



luo chenxi was about to say something, but they were in a public place with so many pairs of eyes 

watching them. 

she was worried that her identity would be exposed, so she could only shut her mouth. 

she was obediently pulled away by the man. 

young master mu was filled with anger. as long as he thought of the scene of his little woman standing 

side by side with sheng yu, he would feel more and more irritated. 

thus, his footsteps became more and more hurried. 
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luo chenxi was dragged along by him. she had to break into a jog to catch up with him. 

the two of them walked quickly. 

not long after, they walked out of the venue. 

luo chenxi looked to her left and right to make sure that no one was around. she stopped walking and 

pulled her hand back forcefully while she grumbled continuously. 

“mu yichen, what are you doing? quickly release me! isn’t this too ugly? you actually pulled me out of 

the venue like this? what would others think of us?” 

mu yichen suddenly turned around and looked at the petite woman’s angry face. his pupils darkened, 

and his thin lips were lifted as he spat out his words coldly. 

“you can think whatever you want.” 

“mu yichen, you … what are you saying? aren’t you afraid that people will misunderstand that you’re … 

gay? there were already a lot of people who doubted your sexual orientation. today, you announced in 

front of the entire city’s media that you’re single, and then you pulled me away like this …” 

if he met a fujoshi with a bigger hole in his brain, he would really think the wrong way! 

for example, duan yuning, who had worked with him a few times, would smile ambiguously every time 

she saw her standing next to young master mu. 

it was obviously a misunderstanding! 

no, it couldn’t be said to be a misunderstanding … 

luo chenxi rambled on in an attempt to brainwash young master mu. 

this man was arrogant and overbearing. he never cared about what others thought of him, but she could 

not ignore the mu family’s reputation … 

“mu yichen, did you hear that?” 

however, she did not get the response she expected. 

luo chenxi raised her head in puzzlement. 



before she could see the expression on mu yichen’s face, she was pressed against the wall and her chin 

was lifted by the man. 

the scorching hot kiss instantly swallowed her. 

“mm mm …! wuwuwu!” 

luo chenxi pushed mu yichen’s shoulder nervously in an attempt to push him away. 

however, young master mu’s strong body didn’t move. no matter how she pushed him, he didn’t show 

any signs of retreating. 

he only let go of her after he had kissed her enough. 

luo chenxi’s first reaction was to jump away from his arms. she covered her lips that were aching from 

the kiss with her hands. 

“mu yichen! are you crazy? you … aren’t you afraid of being seen?” 

mu yichen sneered coldly, ” i’ve said it just now. it doesn’t matter if i see it! ” 

“you …!” 

luo chenxi glared at him. she was about to say something. 

at this moment, there was a flurry of footsteps in the corridor. 

the guests and media representatives gradually left the venue. 

luo chenxi bit her lip. she grabbed mu yichen’s hand, turned around, and ran toward the underground 

parking lot. 

it was not until she got into the mu family’s car that she secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 

but … 

luo chenxi shuddered in secret when she sensed the man’s deep gaze. 

Chapter 753: disobedient women must be punished! 

 

the car stopped in front of the mu family’s villa. 

luo chenxi immediately pulled open the car door. without another word, she jumped out of the car and 

ran madly in the direction of the villa. 

however, she had only run a few steps when her slender waist was firmly held by a strong arm. 

immediately after, she was carried up horizontally. 

“what’s wrong? did he feel guilty? you still want to run?” 

this little woman was really too disobedient! 



how many days had he been away from home? she would attend the press conference with another 

wild man! 

she simply didn’t put him, her husband, in her eyes! 

young master mu coldly glanced at the little woman in his arms and strode into the villa. 
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as soon as she entered the door, tan yueru’s concerned voice came out. ” daughter-in-law, are you and 

yichen back? how are you guys? mom was about to go out just now, and yichen came back just in time, 

so i asked him to take my place …” 

she was halfway through her sentence when she suddenly saw the young couple’s posture and 

immediately changed her words. 

” hehe, it seems like i’m overthinking it. you two should hurry up and be lovey-dovey. mom won’t 

disturb you anymore. ” 

tan yueru turned around and left with a smile on her face. 

luo chenxi called out to her in a hurry, ” mother, wait a moment. i have something to do … ” 

however, tan yueru entered her room without looking back. 

luo chenxi was left in the master bedroom in young master mu’s arms. she was on the verge of tears. 

he tossed the little woman onto the big bed. without another word, mu yichen began to unbuckle his 

belt. 

he had clearly taught this stupid woman about the family rules, but she just couldn’t learn them. 

then you can’t blame him for always punishing you. 

a man like him, who not only had to earn money outside every day but also had to go home to educate 

his little wife, was really living a hard life. 

one word, tired! 

however, for the sake of his family’s happiness, he was willing to make a small sacrifice … 

luo chenxi shuddered upon seeing that. she quickly propped herself up on the bed and sat up. 

“mu yichen, what are you trying to do now?” 

“what do you think? disobedient women must be punished!” 

” clang! ” the belt fell to the ground, and the metal buckle hit the ground, making a crisp sound. 

the man’s long and powerful fingers moved down and had already pulled the lower hem of his silk shirt 

out of his pants. 

a large area of his firm and tight abdominal muscles was exposed to the air. 

luo chenxi swallowed her saliva subconsciously. 



young master mu’s figure was really good. 

as a fashion designer, she had seen many male models naked, but none of them could compare to her 

aojiao mu. 

she only snapped back to her senses when she saw that mu yichen had started unbuttoning his pants 

again. ” wait … wait a minute, mu yichen! you can’t do this. i … i didn’t do anything wrong! i’m not going 

to the ball with sheng yu. i just want his help to expose luo chenxin’s identity …” 

“besides, i’m wearing men’s clothes to attend the product launch. what’s so strange about two men 

attending it together? other than you, who else would think so much?” 

“also, i didn’t tell you about luo chenxin because i was afraid it would affect your work. “besides, i can 

handle such a small matter myself. you don’t have to worry …” 

luo chenxi explained with all her might until her mouth and tongue were dry. 

however, mu yichen acted as if he did not hear her. 

his fingers slowly moved down, and the buttons were unbuttoned one by one. 

the dark blue silk shirt, which was worth more than ten thousand yuan, was thrown on the ground like a 

piece of rag. 

the man’s perfectly proportioned pectoral muscles were like a magnet that attracted luo chenxi’s gaze. 

she repeated in her heart,”lust is emptiness, emptiness is lust …” 

Chapter 754: mrs. mu, don’t you remember if we’ve registered our marriage? 

 

in the end, luo chenxi bit the tip of her tongue strenuously before she managed to control herself with 

great effort. she did not want an evil sheep to pounce on a wolf. 

“ahem, uhm … mu yichen, don’t be like this. let’s talk things out. it’s not right to punish someone for no 

reason …” 

“you, you, you … don’t come over. i have something to ask you!” 

luo chenxi seemed to have thought of something. her expression turned solemn all of a sudden. ” by the 

way, i’m not the only one at fault today, am i? didn’t you also lie to me? explain clearly first!” 

luo chenxi pulled a long face when she recalled what mu yichen said during the product launch. 

mu yichen furrowed his brows. his dark eyes were burning brightly. ” what do you mean? what did i lie 

to you about? stupid woman, do you think i’m as stupid as you? would you change the topic with just a 

few words? trying to escape punishment was an additional crime! double the punishment!” 

the big bad wolf took the opportunity to fight for his own benefits. 

immediately after, she pounced on the little white rabbit on the bed impatiently. 



luo chenxi dodged him in a hurry and pushed his chest. ” mu yichen, i really have something to ask you! 

tell me clearly, what’s the situation at the civil affairs bureau? did you bribe the director of the civil 

affairs bureau to cooperate with you in lying?” 
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“what lies?” 

as expected, mu yichen stopped when he heard this. 

his dark eyes unhappily swept over the little woman. 

“do i have to do such a despicable thing? you even conspired with the bureau chief to lie? why? mrs. 

mu, don’t you remember if we’ve ever registered our marriage?” 

luo chenxi pouted her lips. ” of course i remember! we didn’t register our marriage, but you and luo 

chenxin …” 

mu yichen looked as if he was disgusted. his face was filled with impatience. ” do you think i’m blind? 

would i get married to that kind of woman?” 

“you … you really didn’t register your marriage?” luo chenxi widened her eyes in shock. 

” but when i quarreled with weiwei in the past, i even said that i’ve registered our marriage and that i’m 

the real young madam of the mu family. why didn’t you expose me? ” 

now that she thought about it, it seemed quite embarrassing. 

they obviously didn’t register their marriage yet they still shamelessly boasted in front of young master 

mu. 

he was really thick-skinned. 

a wisp of awkwardness flashed past mu yichen’s eyes. 

however, he quickly covered it up. he raised his chin slightly and said with a disdainful expression, ” 

“why should i waste this effort? the truth couldn’t be faked anyway, and the fake couldn’t be real. 

besides, it’s time to teach that little girl mu weiwei a lesson. i don’t know what she’s learned in school, 

but she’s like a little delinquent. it’s good that you’re scolding her. ” 

luo chenxi was in disbelief. she appeared even more astonished. 

“but … but, no matter what, she’s still the mu family’s young miss, right? since i’m not her legitimate 

sister-in-law, isn’t it a little unreasonable to lecture her like that? do you really hate your sister that 

much? why do you want me to …” 

“shut up!” 

luo chenxi’s petite mouth opened and closed as she spoke non-stop. 

mu yichen’s face gradually blushed. moreover, it became more and more obvious in an extremely short 

period of time. 



he stared at luo chenxi’s face. he gritted his teeth and shouted at her to stop. 

his angry and authoritative tone was enough to make zhuo feng and the other subordinates tremble in 

fear. 

however, he could not scare his little woman at all. 

luo chenxi pouted. she grabbed his arm and shook it continuously. ” why? why did you …” 

Chapter 755: give tang tang a younger brother or sister 

 

” hmmm …!! ” 

luo chenxi’s lips were covered by his again. 

this time, mu yichen’s kiss was tinged with anxiety. it was a deep and urgent kiss. 

at the same time, his large hand lifted the hem of her shirt and followed her slender waist up. 

it lingered on her soft and tender skin. 

“answer my question first … hmm …” 

in the beginning, luo chenxi was still rejecting the offer in an attempt to get an answer first. 

however, young master mu had used all his skills and was determined to use his charm to conquer her. 

the little white rabbit, which was already dizzy from the drug, soon lost the ability to resist and lay 

quietly under the big bad wolf’s claws, ready to be torn apart and eaten at any time. 
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seeing this, the big bad wolf swallowed his saliva. 

he decisively tore off the last piece of clothing. 

and then … 

“stupid woman! what the hell is this?” 

luo chenxi suddenly woke up when she heard the man’s flustered and exasperated voice. 

when she opened her eyes, she found that young master mu’s fingers were hooked on her little pants, 

and the red color on her pants was particularly eye-catching … 

she almost laughed out loud. ” cough, cough, my dear, as you can see, my period has arrived … ” 

mu yichen’s arrow was already nocked on the bow. his entire body was swollen and in pain. he felt as if 

he was about to explode on the spot. 

in the end, he found out such bad news. 

the veins on his forehead were popping. ” you knew you were … why didn’t you tell me? ” 



the expression on luo chenxi’s face was as innocent as could be. 

“how would i know that my period would come? if i had known, i would have already prepared for it. 

why would i have dirtied my pants? everything was an accident …” 

however, to be able to escape the so-called family punishment was really a pleasant surprise! 

“you …!” 

mu yichen was exasperated. he cursed under his breath and abruptly propped himself up before he 

dashed into the bathroom. 

…… 

half an hour later, a man who was exuding a cold aura opened the bathroom door and walked out. 

the little woman on the bed had already fallen asleep. 

the blanket wasn’t covered properly, and her round and white shoulders were exposed. 

mu yichen only took a glance before his breathing became heavy again. 

“stupid woman!” 

he looked at the little woman’s innocent sleeping face and had the urge to shake her awake on the spot. 

he had really reached out his demonic claws. 

despite that, his large hand landed on luo chenxi’s body. he did not actually shake her. instead, he slowly 

covered her lower abdomen. 

luo chenxi could not help but smile when she felt the warmth, even though she was sleeping 

unconsciously. 

mu yichen’s heart skipped a beat. he could not help lowering his head and planting a kiss on her cheek. 

” stupid woman, when can you give tang tang a younger brother or sister? ” 

he was genuinely disappointed when he saw luo chenxi’s period. 

and it was not just because he could not eat meat. 

he thought that he had been working very hard recently. even if he didn’t work every night, he would 

work hard on the day he worked without slacking off. 

however, his little woman was still not pregnant. 

mu yichen stared at luo chenxi for a while under the dim light. he then stood up and left to enter the 

study room. 

he picked up the phone and dialed a number. 

“who’s there? it’s the middle of the night, are you looking for trouble?” 

the person opposite was awoken in the middle of the night and was very impatient. 



mu yichen’s expression remained unchanged. ” it’s me. ” 

the other party paused for a moment and suddenly reacted. his voice trembled as he said, ” young … 

young master mu! i’m sorry, i didn’t expect you to call.” 

Chapter 756: it should be the right time to propose to this little woman 

 

“if you have any orders, please speak!” 

mu yichen spoke unhurriedly, ” director yu, it’s indeed rude of me to disturb you so late at night. but i 

really want to know when the jewelry i ordered from your company will be completed.” 

on the other end of the phone, yu keqin, the director of baoshi jewelry, was terrified. 

” young master mu, don’t worry. we’re working overtime to make the pair ring you ordered. we 

guarantee that it’ll be completed as soon as possible. ” 

mu yichen frowned. ” how much longer do i need? it’s already been two months!” 

” in a few days, ” yu keqin said hurriedly. ” young master mu, please believe us. we must ensure the 

quality of the jewelry. on this basis, we will do it as soon as possible … ” 

yu keqin broke out in a cold sweat when he heard mu yichen’s impatience. 

two months ago, young master mu had personally sent a piece of raw diamond over. it was shockingly 

big, and he had specially requested baoshi to custom-make a pair ring. 

from his tone, it sounded like he was going to propose … 
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yu keqin was very curious. he scratched his head and wanted to know which family’s daughter was the 

one who could make young master mu prepare an engagement ring. however, young master mu didn’t 

say anything, so he didn’t dare to ask. 

even though baosi was an international top-tier jeweller, they had never seen such a large and well-

colored diamond before. 

in order to come up with a design that was worthy of this raw stone, all of the top designers and 

craftsmen in baosi had been gathered together to work day and night. 

during that period, mu yichen came by to urge her a few times. 

however, baoshi did not dare to lower their standards and ruined their own reputation, dragging things 

out until today. 

mu yichen squinted his eyes. ” i’ll give you three more days. i must see the finished product! i forgot to 

tell you, my wife has high standards. if the finished product doesn’t suit her taste, you guys can do as 

you see fit!” 

he hung up the phone and frowned subconsciously. 



ever since his little woman returned to the mu family, he had hinted to luo chenxi to marry him on a few 

occasions. 

however, luo chenxi was feigning ignorance. 

now that the whole country knew that he was single, it should be the right time for him to propose to 

this little woman. 

“why isn’t this stupid woman pregnant with tang tang’s younger brother or sister? is it because i’m not 

working hard enough, or is the heavens going against me?” 

he had been working hard all this while in the hopes that luo chenxi could get pregnant. 

this way, the possibility of him being rejected again would be greatly reduced. 

he had to admit that the last proposal had left him with a huge psychological shadow … 

…… 

at the same time. 

luo chenxin, who was dispirited, dragged her seriously sprained foot and limped back to the luo family. 

to her surprise, the luo family’s villa was brightly lit, and luo anguo and hu manya were both in the living 

room. 

luo anguo’s face was full of anger. he kept pacing back and forth in the middle of the living room with his 

hands behind his back. 

hu manya anxiously tried to persuade him. ” “anguo, don’t be like this … it’s not easy for chenxin. she 

gave birth to a daughter for young master mu and even married him. who would’ve thought that young 

master mu would have a change of heart so quickly …” 

“shut up, i think she’s clearly a money-losing thing! i …” 

luo anguo was halfway through his sentence when he saw luo chenxin coming in from the door. the 

anger on his face intensified. 

“luo chenxin, you still know to come back? look at what you’ve done today! young master mu doesn’t 

even admit that he was married to you! you’ve disgraced the entire luo family!” 

Chapter 757: our chenxin is the mother of the mu family’s little princess 

 

luo chenxin was embarrassed today and she was already angry. 

he did not expect to be scolded by luo anguo as soon as he entered the house. 

she opened her mouth wide and looked at luo anguo in disbelief. she was angry and aggrieved. 

“dad, you … how can you say that about me?” 



“what’s wrong?” luo anguo cursed in exasperation. did i say something wrong? the mu family had 

recently canceled all cooperation with the luo family and pulled back a few big projects. now, the luo 

family was on the verge of bankruptcy, the result of the mu family’s suppression! if you didn’t offend 

young master mu and get kicked out of the family, how would the luo family be in this state?” 

“how did i raise a daughter like you? the luo family is going to be destroyed in your hands!” 

luo chenxin’s face turned pale with anger when she heard that. 

she didn’t expect luo ‘an to say that about her. 

“in the past, when you got benefits, you treated me as a treasure. now that something has happened, 

you can’t wait to not have me as your daughter? it’s all thanks to me that the luo family was able to take 

over the mu family’s project. if i didn’t give birth to young master mu’s daughter, how could the luo 

family have the scale they have today?” 
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luo anguo didn’t listen to her at all. 

in his mind, the scene from the live television broadcast was still replaying. 

luo chenxin took the initiative to stick to young master mu, but she was pushed away ruthlessly! 

young master mu still refused to admit that he was married to luo chenxin. 

after seeing this scene, who would still take the luo clan seriously in the future? 

the companies that had cooperated with them in the past on the mu family’s account would definitely 

break their contracts. 

even the banks would not give loans to the luo corporation. 

this way, the luo corporation would not be able to hold on for more than a few days and would go 

bankrupt soon. 

moreover, from now on, everyone in the luo family would become the laughing stock of t city. as long as 

he thought about this, he would not even dare to step out of the door. 

and all of this … was caused by luo chenxin. 

the more luo anguo thought about it, the angrier he got.’you still have the nerve to say that the luo 

family relies on you? i think you’re not even as good as luo chenxi! when she was in the mu family, 

young master mu was so good to the luo family. he had given the luo group three big projects in a 

month, and each one could easily make a lot of money! and you? after you came, the mu family didn’t 

give you a single project and even took back so much money!” 

“also, didn’t you say that you have a lot of experience and can hook a man’s heart? and the result? 

you’ve only been back for a few days and young master mu wants to divorce you! why didn’t i see young 

master mu mention divorce when luo chenxi was around?” 

luo chenxin hated luo chenxi the most. 



now, luo anguo was actually comparing her to luo chenxi. 

moreover, it was obvious from his tone that he felt that she was far inferior to luo chenxi! 

luo chenxin trembled with anger, but she did not dare to refute loudly like before. 

she had already lost her status as the young mistress of the mu family. if she offended luo anguo, she 

would have no place to stay. 

hu manya couldn’t bear to see her daughter’s aggrieved look. 

“hubby, how can you say that about chenxin? luo chenxi was only lucky. how could she be compared to 

chenxin? don’t forget, it was chenxin who gave birth to young master mu’s daughter!” 

“it doesn’t matter if young master mu likes chenxin or not. it doesn’t matter if they’re divorced or not 

acknowledging their marriage. as long as that little girl mu tianxin is here, our chenxin is the biological 

mother of the mu family’s little princess. she will have a share of the mu family’s assets!” 

Chapter 758: has luo chenxi returned? 

 

hu manya was indeed the best at reading luo anguo’s mind. 

after hearing her words, luo anguo’s expression loosened a little. 

indeed, hu manya was right. no matter what, luo chen had a little princess in his heart, so he was the mu 

family’s hero! 

the mu family could forget about drawing a clear line between them and luo chenxin with their blood 

relationship. 

besides, who could guarantee that young master mu and luo chenxin would not rekindle their old 

feelings? 

when he thought of this, luo anguo’s tone immediately changed. 

“chenxin, your mom is right. i’m wrong. just now, dad was angry, so he said a few harsh words. please 

don’t take it to heart …” 

luo chenxin lowered her head and did not speak. 

luo anguo consoled her with a few words, but he couldn’t help but say, ” “by the way, ever since you left 

the mu family, you haven’t visited tang tang, have you? don’t forget that this is the only thing we have 

to do with the mu family. you have to be a good mother and show off more in front of young master 

mu, understand?” 
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“i’m a man, i know best. even if young master mu is tired of you, as long as he likes his daughter, he will 

naturally have a better impression of you when he sees his daughter being close to you. if young master 

mu can’t find a new love that he likes, maybe after a few years, he’ll reconcile with you for the sake of 

his daughter.” 



upon hearing this, a trace of guilt flashed in luo chenxin’s eyes. 

her father did not know that she was not the biological daughter of the mu family’s little princess! 

that damned little girl was also not close to her at all, crying and making a fuss whenever she saw her. 

however, luo anguo’s words did remind her. 

the mu family also thought that she was the one who gave birth to the little dumpling. the identity of 

the little princess’s birth mother was the only thing she could use now … 

after luo anguo finished speaking, he turned around and went to the study. 

hu manya pulled her daughter back to her room. 

“chenxin, what happened between you and young master mu? wasn’t he fine just a while ago? why did 

he suddenly want to divorce you? and now, he’s saying that you haven’t even registered your 

marriage?” 

“how should i know? when i first returned to the mu family, young master mu was quite good to me. i 

don’t know why it became like this …” 

luo chenxin was also confused about this. 

hu manya frowned and moved closer. she lowered her voice. ” chenxin, did you manage to get rid of 

that little b * tch? ” did she come back? for a man to suddenly become so heartless, there must be 

someone else outside!” 

hu manya, who was a mistress, knew a man’s psychology like the back of her hand. 

“no matter what, you already have a daughter. young master mu won’t divorce you so easily. there 

must be someone outside, and this vixen is probably very powerful! quickly think about it. is it luo chenxi 

who’s back?” 

luo chenxi’s heart clenched upon hearing luo chenxi’s name. her expression changed ever so slightly. 

however, after thinking about it carefully, she shook her head. ” it shouldn’t be her … ” 

according to reese, he had attempted to lure and kill luo chenxi in A city’s private hospital previously. 

although he did not succeed, he had shot her and she was severely injured. 

although reese had been threatening her to take the money all this while, he was still helping her to 

monitor mu yichen. 

every time reese gave her feedback, he did not see luo chenxi … 

luo chenxin was completely unaware that reese had fallen into mu yichen’s hands. he was surveilling her 

on mu yichen’s behalf instead. she thought that they were in the same boat and the other party could 

not possibly lie to her. 

Chapter 759: little qianqian, are you confessing? 

 



hu manya’s face was filled with confusion. ” are you sure it’s not luo chenxi? then think again, which 

other vixen can seduce young master mu?” 

luo chenxin frowned and tried her best to recall her experience in the mu family’s villa. 

in reality, even if hu manya had not mentioned it, she had already guessed that mu yichen had cheated 

on her. 

even before she was chased out of the mu family’s villa, she had this premonition. 

however, she had thought of many ways and even went to the mu group to find out, but she had never 

heard of any other woman appearing by young master mu’s side. 

in addition, mu yichen had never been involved in any scandals. he did not get close to women at all, so 

there were even rumors that he was gay! 

no matter how he looked at it, it didn’t seem like there was a mistress. 

” i don’t know. i really can’t tell … ” luo chenxin shook her head. 

hu manya glared at her, exasperated at her for failing to meet her expectations. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

“how did i give birth to such a slow-witted daughter? in her mother’s opinion, young master mu must 

have someone outside! mom will hire a few more private detectives tomorrow to investigate properly. 

we must find out who this vixen is! this is the only way i can vent my anger!” 

“as for you … use your brain and work on tang tang! your dad is right, it’s only right for a mother to be 

respected by her son. it would be even better if you gave birth to a son for young master mu …” 

after listening to hu manya’s analysis, luo chenxin’s heart, which had been despairing and silent, 

gradually came back to life. 

as expected, the older the ginger, the spicier it was … 

…… 

the next day, luo chenxi was awoken by the incessant ringing of her cell phone. 

she picked up the phone in a daze. ” who’s this? ” 

“little wei xi, the sun is already high up in the sky. why are you still sleeping? could it be that young 

master mu was too excited yesterday, and you overworked yourself? or are you still in the process of 

working? i won’t disturb you then, i’ll call you later …” 

luo chenxi immediately woke up when she heard fang ziqian’s voice. 

her face immediately darkened. ” little qianqian, can you not be so dirty-minded? ” 

fang ziqian chuckled. ” how am i dirty? i saw the live broadcast yesterday. young master mu was so, so, 

so handsome at the press conference yesterday! luo chenxin was so angry that she fainted.’hahaha, i’m 



dying of laughter!’ i regret not going to the press conference in person. i want to see luo chenxin being 

slapped in the face with my own eyes!” 

“didn’t he drag you out after that? tsk, tsk. she must be jealous of chief sheng. a jealous man is very 

scary. a domineering president like young master mu will definitely make you fall on the bed and won’t 

let you go for seven days and seven nights …” 

“shut up!” 

ever since luo chenxi was taught a painful lesson in the past, she could not bear to hear the term ‘seven 

days and seven nights’ anymore. 

“you’re always talking about seven days and seven nights. it seems like you have a lot of experience? 

why doesn’t second young master bai know how to treat women tenderly?” 

” w-what second young master bai?! ” 

at the mention of bai shixun, fang ziqian’s expression changed immediately. like a cat whose tail had 

been stepped on, she almost jumped up. 

“i have no relationship with him! we’ve never even slept together!” 

luo chenxi curled her lips. ” when did i say that you two slept together? ” little qianqian, are you 

confessing?” 

“you …!” 

only then did fang ziqian realize that she had been tricked and quickly shut her mouth. 

her best friend was truly cunning. she was already smart and quick-witted, yet she could not win an 

argument against luo chenxi every time! 

Chapter 760: #officially certified as the nation’s husband’s unmarried # 

 

luo chenxi’s words reminded fang ziqian of the night at the angel film festival. bai shixun had pinned her 

down in his sports car and ‘confessed’ to her in a fierce manner. 

although fang ziqian could not tell that it was a confession, bai shixun’s expression was one of 

disappointment. 

later on, despite her objections, he had forcefully brought her home … 

“little qianqian, you and second young master bai …” 

fang ziqian quickly interrupted her, ” oh right, i almost forgot. i called you today to remind you to check 

it out online. ” i heard that the luo group’s stock price has fallen to the core and is about to go bankrupt. 

it’s so satisfying!” 

upon saying that, she quickly hung up the phone as she was afraid that luo chenxi would continue to 

question her about bai shixun. 



luo chenxi could not help frowning when she heard the toot sound from her phone. 

from her little qianqian’s tone, could she really have … with bai shixun? 

although bai shixun was mu yichen’s childhood friend, he was a first-class person in terms of family 

background, looks, and abilities. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

however, at the angel film festival, bai shixun did not recognize her. instead, he talked big in front of her 

and talked about fang ziqian in a disrespectful tone. he was full of the aura of a straight man. 

she couldn’t help but suspect his motive for pursuing fang ziqian, and she didn’t know how sincere he 

was. 

this kind of man … could not be trusted no matter what. 

little qianqian’s background was already pitiful enough. she had worked hard to get to where she was 

today and had suffered a lot. she did not want fang ziqian to be with another scumbag and be toyed 

with. 

luo chenxi stared at her phone for a while. she wanted to call back, but she did not dial the number after 

some thought. 

there was no way fang ziqian would tell her the truth. 

i’ll find an opportunity to ask mu yichen to inquire about it. ‘ 

luo chenxi swiped her phone a few times and logged into weibo. 

luo chenxin dominated the weibo hot search that day, and three or four of them were about her and the 

luo family. 

#the strongest new designer in history turned out to be an imposter who stole the manuscript # 

#new product launch turned into a skin-ripping conference # 

#luo corporation’s stock price plummeting suspected of bankruptcy # 

…… 

of course, mu yichen’s name was the most eye-catching trending topic. 

#officially certified that the nation’s husband is unmarried # 

under these hot topics, all kinds of gossip news were flying everywhere. 

luo chenxi clicked on a video that claimed to be a live stream from the previous night. 

it was obvious that the video had been edited. the part where luo chenxin was popular at the beginning 

had been cut out, but the part where sheng yu and her exposed luo chenxin’s plagiarism was still there. 



later on, luo chenxin claimed that she was mrs. mu and was slapped in the face by mu yichen. the 

content was also edited out and only a few seconds of mu yichen showing the proof of his marital status 

was retained. 

as for the scenes of luo chenxin being pushed down by young master mu, fainting from anger, being 

ridiculed by the reporters, and so on, they did not appear. 

there was not even a shadow of chen xiluo being dragged away by young master mu in public. 

luo chenxi clicked on a few other videos. all of them had the exact same content and the length of the 

videos were the same as well. there was not even a second more. 

luo chenxi heaved a sigh of relief in her heart upon seeing this. 

he sighed in his heart. the mu family’s power was indeed useful. 

she was initially a little worried that mu yichen’s words at the scene yesterday were a little 

inappropriate. he might have exposed the mu family’s privacy. 

now, it seemed that she had been overthinking. 

mu yichen had already made preparations earlier by deleting all the inappropriate content. 

 


